
Religious Education Year 6 Do clothes express belief? Spring 2016-17 
Key vocabulary: 
Sikh, Muslim, Jewish, Christian, rights, freedom, expression, hijab, niqab, crucifix, keski, habit, kesh, kangha, kara, kachera, kirpan 

Factual knowledge: Skills: Possible activities: 
 Clothing rules can express belief and give people a 

sense of identity; we make instant judgements 
about people based on what they wear 

 People wear uniforms to show that they belong to 
a group; Clothing can be selected for practical 
purposes, eg sport, or to do with the weather. 

 Many religious groups base their clothing rules 
upon religious guidance. 

 Muslims cover up women  to protect their 
modesty-show respect.There has been debate 
about whether girls should be allowed to wear 
head scarves/veils at school Hijab, niqab and 
others (see resources) 

 Buddhist monks wear robes as they have no 
clothes of their own- no possessions 

 In Sikhism, the Five Ks are five items that Guru 
Gobind Singh commanded Khalsa Sikhsto wear at 
all times in 1699. They are: Kesh (uncut hair), 
Kangha (a wooden brush for the hair), Kara (a 
metal bracelet), Kachera (a type of undergarment) 
and Kirpan (a dagger). 

 Find links between beliefs 
and what is worn; relate 
different religious and 
ethical codes to what people 
choose to wear 

 Make a judgement about 
whether wearing a ‘uniform’ 
limits your freedom 

 Discuss whether a dress 
code is ever appropriate 

 Compare different attitudes 

 Work out what a Christian 
dress code might be, relating 
it to beliefs, values, 
guidance. 

 Look for variety within faith 
groups and for differences 
and similarities between 
faith groups. Is there 
anything that they have in 
common? 

 Give the children five statements about clothing and 
they have to Strongly Agree, Agree, Not sure, Disagree, 
Strongly Disagree. Show children pictures of a variety 
of people dressed in a variety of ways. Do we judge 
people based on what they are wearing? What 
judgements do we make? Are they justified? How do 
the children choose what to wear? Do they have a free 
hand or do parents tell them what to wear? Do they 
think about the messages that their clothes send to 
others? Is it right to judge people by what they wear? 

 Explore the dress code of Sikhs, Muslims, Christians 
What is the dress code that they discover? What do the 
items tell us? Does the dress code apply to men and 
women? What does this tell us? 

 Do these clothing rules/codes help children to feel part 
of their community? Do they restrict them? Does the 
fact that they can or can’t wear certain items limit their 
freedom? Does it help them to behave better? Does it 
make them think about their faith more?  

Social, Moral, Spiritual and Cultural Education, and Promotion of British Values: 
Spiritual: How does it feel when wearing clothes linked to religious belief?. 
Moral: Should people be judged by what they wear? 
Social: Recognise the use of uniform to identify a social group. 
Cultural: Be aware of the different attitudes towards religious clothing and values 
Democracy is explored through debating human rights-  
Individual liberty through choice of clothing 
Promoting respect of children’s individual differences: share different experiences and beliefs  
Developing personal critical thinking skills- broaden outlook by expanding knowledge about different religious values. 
Tolerance: what should people be allowed to wear- should there be rule? 
The rule of law is explored by looking at the debates about religious clothing such as hijab - covering face. 
 



Assessment and evaluation   

 Make links between Sikh beliefs and Sikh 
clothing, focusing particularly on the 5Ks 

 Annotate a picture of a Sikh (or other 
faith group member) showing the impact 
of the dress code of the life of the 
believer 

 Ask questions and investigate answers 
about why people choose to follow 
certain dress codes 

 Suggest the reasons for their own dress 
code choices; suggest the impact their 
choices have on the people around them 

 Answer the key question referring to Sikh 
and Christian teaching 

 Design a “dress code” for a faith group, 
relating the items chosen to the main 
beliefs 

 Describe and link up Sikh beliefs with Sikh 
behaviour, especially with regard to clothing, 
showing understanding of the symbols used. 

 Annotate a picture of a Sikh, showing 
understanding of what it means to belong to 
Sikhism by describing how it feels to wear the 
5Ks. 

 Suggest some answers to questions about why 
people choose to wear certain items styles of 
clothing and the impact that has on the people 
around them. 

 Refer to religious beliefs when they describe 
their own values in choice of clothing, making a 
comparison where necessary. 

 Create a statement of personal belief in 
response to the main question, referring to Sikh 
or Christian belief as well as their own ideas. 

 Explain the impact of the 5Ks and other dress 
codes on the lives of believers 

 Explain the links between beliefs and certain 
dress codes, showing why different religions 
have different dress codes 

 Design a new dress code for a faith explaining 
the reasons for their choice  

 Explain the influences that  they follow in 
their choice of dress and reflect on the impact 
of their choices on themselves and others  

 Consider whether clothes express beliefs and 
the way that this might lead to stereotyping 
of people who follow a dress code with 
particular reference to at least two faiths 

 Plan and hold a debate into the issues that 
they have uncovered around the topic of 
clothing 

Initials of children working below the expected 
level, with details of attainment: 
 
 
 
 
 

Initials of children broadly reaching the expected level of 
attainment:  

Initials of children exceeding the expected level with 
details of attainment:  

Evaluation against attitudes to learning: 

 Showing curiosity about objects, events and people 

 Using senses to explore the world around them 

 Showing a ‘can do’ attitude 

 Paying attention to details 

 Persisting with activity when challenges occur 

 Showing satisfaction in meeting their own goals 

 Thinking of ideas 

 Making links and noticing patterns in their experience 

 Making predictions 

 Checking how well their activities are going 

 


